


































his dissertation is split into tw
o chapters. E









ter is an 
introduction to the topic of m
ind-body dualism




s, beyond those offered by 
others, are m
ade or defended. T


























































n to vary in the w






































the related choices. D
enying the third condition of m
onism
, 
specifically, denying physical reduction, is a necessary condition 
of dualism







































ent is also introduced. It is the m
ain 
























an to construct a theory 
of the im
agination that reconstitutes K
ripke?s thinking in term
s 
of a pictorial theory of the im
agination. T






















ent does not establish that dualism


















 to be hypothesized and opened up to other m
oves and 
strategies that m
ight rule it out or falsify it. T
his is the w
ork of 
section tw
o of chapter tw
o: I w
ill attem









he second section, then, begins w
ith a generalized statem
ent 
m
ade of the intuition that K
ripke thinks cannot be ruled out. 
T





agel?s idea that 
one can know
 w
hat it?s like to be another is developed and a 
relationship, (R
), specified. T
he basic condition underlying (K
) 
and (R
) is also m
ade explicit, i.e. consciousness. T



















s: (0), as a n
ecessary 
condition; (K
), as a suffi
cient condition; and (R






















ent that captures a 
physicalist perspective on know
ledge, w


















asked is if this is actually viable. F
or exam





















atic. It is show





















hat kind of dualism
 (or not) em
erges 
from
 the basic assum
ptions in question are also e xplored, and 
the issue of causality is raised. N
one of the alternatives fair 
better than the kind of dualism
 in question and the problem
 of 
causality is not specifically problem




atic for the physicalist.
 I conclude w
e haven ?




















ever, does not m
ean that dualism
 is ruled in. 
Just that reasons that falsify it haven
?
t been found, yet. O
f 
course, the hypothesis has been strengthened by the attem
pt 
to falsify it, and, further, it is noted that the physicalist doctrine 


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the opposite is true ??
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